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The concept of the Virtual Home Environment (VHE) was introduced in mobile networks
focusing on the issues surrounding the support of non-standard services for roaming
users. This paper presents a proposal to solve the problem of the dynamic adaptation
of multimedia services provided by a telecommunications operator in the context of the
VHE concept. The paper discusses how the development of multimedia services can be
facilitated in this context, how these services can be provided in a heterogeneous world
of networks and terminals and how they can be used in a personalized and adaptable
way.
The paper defines a solution for the adaptation of multimedia services based on the
real-time generation of user interfaces conditioned by the user context. The solution is
mainly characterized by the approach used for resolving the existing dependencies among
user interface variables, which is based on the constraints theory, and by the mechanism
for acquiring the user context information, which uses the Parlay/OSA interfaces.
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1

Introduction

Mobile networks in general and particularly the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) has brought to the service provision context a new concept, known as Virtual
Home Environment (VHE), that advocates services totally independent of network and terminal technologies [1]. The VHE concept gains particular importance in the provision of next
generation services, characterized not only by location based features, but also by contextaware features, multimedia contents and user mobility. The acceptability of new services
will only be eﬀective if the user has the possibility to access them anywhere, in any technological circumstances, even in roaming scenarios. This user requirement places multimedia
service providers and operators under the signiﬁcant challenge of being able to transform their
services in order to adapt them to a great variety of delivery contexts.
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This paper presents a generic adaptation methodology suitable to adapt telecommunications services to diﬀerent access mechanisms, connectivity capabilities and user preferences.
The methodology was designed in the perspective of a traditional telecommunications operator, which controls the network provision, the services provision and its set of user subscriptions, but opens the possibility to external trusted service providers of providing their services
through open middleware, such as Parlay/OSA APIs.
In the following section, we compare our approach for the dynamic adaptation of multimedia services with some related work. The adaptation methodology, introduced in section 3, is based mainly on two fundamental constructions: the Multimedia Presentation
Model (MModel ) and media adapters. The former, presented in section 4, enables a device
independent speciﬁcation of the user interface, including the modeling of time-based features.
Media adapters basically enable the materialization of the user interface speciﬁcation in the
most suitable format for a particular user context.
To explore the advantages of the adaptation methodology to produce multimedia services
adapted to the user context and preferences, the paper presents in section 5 a media adapter
targeted to the SMIL language. In this section we discuss the most relevant implementation
issues of the SMIL Media Adapter prototype, stressing the mechanism for dynamically gathering the user context information, the approach taken to automatically generate the user
interface, and the SMIL code generation process.
In section 6 we evaluate the proposed adaptation methodology and draw some conclusions
regarding the qualitative aspects of the multimedia adapter, using a case study service.
The paper ﬁnalizes reporting the main conclusions in section 7.
2

Related work

The work on the MModel can be seen as parallel to the deﬁnition of the User Interface
Markup Language (UIML) [13], which is a declarative language, currently being standardized
by OASIS, that derives its syntax from XML and enables the description of device-independent
user interfaces. In contrast with UIML, the deﬁnition of the MModel did not have the ambition
of being a standardized way to deﬁne user interfaces but only had the objective of deﬁning a
model simple enough to demonstrate the VHE concept through the adaptation methodology.
Another main diﬀerence between the MModel and UIML has to do with the target services.
While UIML is more oriented toward Web services, the MModel was designed to deﬁne user
interfaces of telecommunications services, provided in the context of telecommunications operators. In addition, the MModel should also give support to multimedia features, an important
requirement for the current telecommunications services, not speciﬁcally covered by UIML.
In recent years, some research projects have been dedicated to the development of multimedia presentation systems following the constraint-based approach. Cuypers [18] is a research
prototype system for the generation of Web-based multimedia presentations. Our work was
greatly inspired by this system mainly because the system is design to operate in the context
of a client/server architecture and also because it is mostly targeted to the Web environment.
The core of the Cuypers system receives a semantic description of the multimedia document
as its input and sends the generated presentation to the server, for further delivery to the
client. The generation engine ﬁrstly produce a high-level semantic description of the presentation. Using a set of transformation rules (provided by the designer), the semantic structure
is transformed into a speciﬁcation based on communicative devices, which are abstract cons-
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tructs that specify how the information should be conveyed to the user. The layout associated
with the communicative device is speciﬁed at a high level using a set of qualitative constraints.
The qualitative constraints are then transformed into quantitative constraints to deﬁne the
exact positions of the various media items in the presentation. The last step corresponds to
the encoding of the presentation in a format suitable for the player of the target device.
The integration of context information in telecommunications services and the development of context-sensitive applications have grown enormously in the present decade, mainly
due to the crescent mobility of users and to the research activities on ubiquitous and pervasive computing. The SmartRoutaari [9] is a sound example of a context-sensitive system.
SmartRotuaari is operational at the city center of Oulu, in Northern Finland, and comprises
of a wireless multi access network (WLan, GPRS and EDGE), a middleware architecture for
service provisioning, a Web portal with content provider interface and a collection of functional context-aware mobile multimedia services. The contextual information gathered by the
SmartRoutaari system include the time, the location, the weather, the user preferences and
the presence status. In contrast with our approach, the SmartRoutaari solution for gathering
user context information is proprietary and has no facilities for the seamless expansion with
independent third party services. This approach is not in line with the current standardization
activities on telecommunications service provision, namely the 3GPP IMS standardization effort [5], which promotes the use of open APIs, such as Parlay/OSA, for opening operator
networks to trusted third parties.
3

A methodology for the adaptation of telecommunications services

The adaptation methodology presented in this section is based on the MModel, an abstract
construction that holds an XML description of the user interface, including the complete list
of available user interactions. The objective is to create a mediator (the Adaptation System),
between the service and the user, to manage all user interactions with the service. The MModel
is a device independent model, which allows the capture of the essential service semantic and
at the same time allows its adaptation to the current device characteristics, without losing
the main service message to be passed to the user [10].
According to the actual service session parameters, the conversion of the MModel to a
speciﬁc format and the adaptation of service contents to the right media type is achieved
through speciﬁc implementations of the media adapter entity.
3.1

Initial access management

This section describes how the adaptation system decides and sets the most suitable media
adapter for a speciﬁc user terminal connection. Each terminal connection is analyzed in terms
of protocol by the Protocol Handler, which routes the call to the appropriate Access Listener.
The Protocol Handler can be seen as a set of software callback routines, speciﬁc for diﬀerent
underlying connection technologies, that are waiting for call notiﬁcations (see ﬁgure 1).
Each Access Listener establishes the appropriate criteria used to choose the Media Adapter
that will be associated with a connection. The criteria followed by the Access Listeners are
strictly related with the protocol used by the terminal and deﬁne the format of information
that the Media Adapter should produce. Taking into account the access protocol and the
aspects concerning the user context, the Adapter Chooser decides which is the best Media
Adapter available from the Media Adapters Repository. An instance of the chosen Media
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Fig. 1. Initial access management.

Adapter is then created and is immediately associated with the current adaptation session.
Each Adaptation Session is composed by two objects: the MModel, which can be seen as the
representation of a service on the adaptation system side; and the Interpreter, which can be
seen as a mediator between the Media Adapter and the Service Listener (at this stage, the
Portal Listener ).
3.2

Service adaptation cycle

The user, after accessing his service provider, interacts with the portal application and chooses
to use a service that he has previously subscribed. This interaction is transmitted to the Portal
Listener, which triggers the creation of a new service session manager on the adaptation
system side. This service session manager communicates with the service provider that oﬀers
the chosen service so that a service session manager on the service provider side and the
associated listener can be also created (see ﬁgure 1).
Adaptation System

Adaptation Session
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User
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Format
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Set
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Service
Provider
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Action Performed

Fig. 2. User interaction and information display management.

The service session manager on the adaptation system side is also responsible for triggering
the creation of the Media Adapter, the Interpreter and the MModel object instances, which
will enable the service adaptation to the user context. The Service Listener is responsible for
ﬁlling the MModel object with the user interface speciﬁcation. This speciﬁcation is usually
divided into several parts, corresponding to the several views of the user interface.
The service should describe its user interface (following the MModel approach) reaching
an equilibrium between the capabilities of the terminals that will most probably access the
service and the message the service intends to pass. From this point of view, the user interface
description that is sent to the MModel should always contain all the necessary information
so that the service can be presented in the terminal with the best capabilities and in the
best network conditions. If these are not the conditions of the context where the user is,
the active Media Adapter should process the MModel in order to discard the information
that cannot be presented (e.g., video information on WAP or DTMF terminals) and should
process the information that may be conveyed given the current conditions (e.g., translations
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of text information to voice messages to be played on DTMF telephones), requiring the usage
of another Media Adapter to perform this media content adaptation.
With the MModel set on the adaptation system, the service adaptation process starts,
following a cycle approach (see ﬁgure 2). In each step, the adaptation is only carried out over
one of the MModel parts. For that, the Service Listener sets the focus on the MModel part
that should be adapted before it requests the Interpreter to interpret this part.
When the user receives a new interface in the terminal device, he has the opportunity
to interact with it, leading the service to evolve to a new state. Each user interaction is
characterized by the possible inputs introduced by the user and the order to go to a new
state, typically represented by the reference of the interaction element. The Interpreter is
the object that communicates the interaction description to the Service Listener. Using a
parser, the Service Listener decodes the interaction and routes it to the right method of the
service logic, which will process it and trigger the appropriate internal actions to answer the
user interaction. Independently of the service, these changes in the service state will lead to
an update of the MModel object, integrating the changes in the service state. The Service
Listener sends a new user interface speciﬁcation to the MModel or, in a situation where the
user interface maintains a state similar to the previous one, the Service Listener only requests
the change of some elements of the MModel. In both cases, the Service Listener should set
the focus on the MModel part that it wants to be active.
4

The multimedia presentation model

The use of the MModel for the speciﬁcation of the user interface follows a recursive approach. Each user interface component, even the simplest ones, should be represented by
an interfaceElement and the entire user interface is, by itself, an interfaceElement (in
this case, the root element of the MModel object). The interfaceElement should be either
specialized into a groupingElement or a simpleElement, indicating that the element will be
a holder of other interface components or will be an atomic interface component.
The MModel structure is depicted in ﬁgure 3, which only represents the relations between
the various tags available. The panel elements have the particular role of being the elements
over which the adaptation methodology will act, adapting their child elements and presenting
them as a user interface view in the user terminal. There should be a special (and unique)
panel element in the MModel document that is seen as the starting point of the user interface, being the ﬁrst user interface part to be rendered in the user terminal. Thus, a service
should structure its user interface into a sequence of panels, each one specifying the interface
corresponding to a speciﬁc state of the service logic.
To facilitate the way service authors give a spatial/temporal layout structure to the user
interface, the panel element is specialized into three elements. The horizontalPanel and the
verticalPanel, which display their children elements, respectively, one before the other and
one above the other. This is particularly beneﬁcial for visual rendering terminals, where these
elements can be used in a nested way giving a table-like aspect to the interface. However, they
can also be used in other terminal types (e.g., voice terminals), following a speciﬁc rendering
approach, such as displaying all the interface components from left to right and from top to
bottom.
The movingPanel was introduced with the objective of adding time support to the MModel.
This element has time attributes that give it the possibility of being displayed starting at a
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Fig. 3. User interface element types.

speciﬁc time and also of being active during a certain period of time. The movingPanel
can be specialized into three element types: the sequencePanel, the parallelPanel and
the interfaceElement. Both the sequence and the parallel panels are deﬁned as a list of
movingPanel elements. However, while in the parallelPanel these movingPanel elements
should be played all starting at the same time, in the sequencePanel they should be played
in sequence, following the order in which they appear in the MModel deﬁnition.
The element responsible for holding multimedia information items (e.g., text, image, video
or audio), to be displayed in the user terminal, is the outputElement, which can be specialized
into the outputField element. For enabling the user to input information while he uses
the service, the MModel deﬁnes inputElement, which can be specialized into two element
types: inputField and inputList. inputField is typically used when the service author
wants to have an interface component which can receive the user input (e.g., a text box, a
check box or an audio recorder). inputList contains a list of alternative options for being
chosen by the user.
The element responsible for enabling the user to interact with the service is the actionElement, which can be specialized into the button element. Each button element is associated
with an action element, which speciﬁes the service listener that should be called when the user
presses the associated button. This is an important feature in the adaptation methodology
context, since the action element is the one that establishes a bridge between the user
interface and the service logic.
The data element, whose tag structure is presented in ﬁgure 4, plays two roles in the
MModel. On one hand, it works as a common description framework for presentable user
interface components. On the other hand, a data element works also as a holder for the
content information that is displayed in the user terminal (text and references to images and
streams).
< data >

< content >

?

< text >
< image >

< group >

?

< size>

?

< position >

?

< starttime >

?

< duration >

?

< stream >

< sound >

Fig. 4. data element tag structure.
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A multimedia adapter

This section discusses the major features and the most important implementation aspects
of a media adapter prototype speciﬁcally designed to enable the introduction of multimedia
contents and to support time-based features in telecommunications services targeted for the
VHE context [11].
The objective was to specify and develop a media adapter that should produce a ﬁnal
form user interface from an input interface speciﬁcation deﬁned using the MModel format. In
what concerns the output format, the media adapter should produce information in an interactive format that would enable spatio-temporal relationships among the diﬀerent interface
components.
From the alternatives that may be considered as standardized multimedia formats, i.e.,
HyTime, MHEG, MPEG-4 and SMIL, we chose SMIL, a language deﬁned by the World
Wide Web consortium (W3C), which enables the speciﬁcation of multimedia presentations
for delivery over the Web [21]. The main reason behind this choice was the Web target of the
SMIL language. Today, SMIL plays a role for synchronized hypermedia documents similar to
the one played by HTML for hypertext documents [17]. We believe that the Web (provided
over UMTS or WLan technologies) is the widest access means in the VHE context, and most
of the terminal types may already access services provided through the Web. Besides that,
the SMIL language structure was constructed following the XML syntax, which allows an
easy mapping with the MModel.
Other factor with a major impact in the media adapter design was the approach taken
for the dynamic generation of adaptable user interfaces according to the user context. The
problem of dynamically generating user interfaces for multimedia services is mostly dependent
on factors internal to the presentation design process itself, such as the presentation structure,
the style or the content, and on external factors directly related with the user context, such
as the network bandwidth conditions, the time available to see the presentation, the device
characteristics where the presentation will be displayed, the cost associated to the access to
the presentation or the user’s personal preferences.
The adaptation methodology proposed by us prescribes the deﬁnition of the user interface
structure as the initial point of the adaptation process, corresponding to the instantiation of
the MModel object. Then, the interface structure is maintained stable during the diﬀerent
methodology phases, having no inﬂuence on the dynamic change of the user interface during
the service session lifetime. The external factors mentioned above have a much more active
role in the user interface dynamic generation, even inﬂuencing the style and the contents of
the interface.
Among the alternative generation approaches usually used by multimedia presentation
systems, the one based on constraints seemed to be the more natural way of coping with
external factors in a dynamic way. The use of constraints is particularly appropriate to manage
the spatial and temporal arrangements of the media items that are part of the interface, since
the problem of establishing a ﬁnal decision concerning the interface spatial and temporal
layouts only involves ﬁnite and discrete variable domains.
5.1

User context gathering process

The notion of context and context awareness, from the point of view of mobile or ubiquitous
computing, ﬁrst appeared in the mid-nineties associated with the work of Schilit et al. [16].
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Here, context is associated with the constant changes occurring in three execution environment
levels: computing, user and physical environments. Since in mobile computing, the user
context information is very dynamic by nature, the capability to dynamically detect this
information at the beginning of each adaptation cycle is decisive to achieve acceptable results
with the adaptation methodology.
The SMIL Media Adapter follows the approach of using the Parlay/OSA APIs [12] to
obtain user context related information directly from the network. Figure 5 indicates which
Parlay/OSA APIs are used in the user context gathering process. In the following paragraphs
we detail the role of those APIs in obtaining the desired context information.
Parlay/OSA Gateway
Terminal Capabilities SCF
IpTerminalCapabilities
getTerminalCapabilities()

Connectivity Manager SCF
Adaptation System
IpVPrN

User Context

createVPrP()

SMIL Media Adapter

IpVPrP
getProvisionedQoSInfo()
contextDesc(userCtx)

Mobility SCF
IpUserLocation
locationReportReq()

IpAppUserLocation Callback
locationReportRes()

Presence & Availability SCF
IpPAMEventHandler
registerForEvent()

IpAppPAMEventHandler Callback
eventNotify()

Fig. 5. User context gathering process using Parlay/OSA APIs.

Terminal Capabilities SCF: it enables an application to retrieve the terminal capabilities of a speciﬁc terminal, using the synchronous method getTerminalCapabilities() of the
IpTerminalCapabilities interface (represented in ﬁgure 5). The application has to provide the
terminal identity as the input to this method and the result indicates whether or not the
terminal capabilities are available in the network and, if they are, the terminal capabilities
will be returned. This information, if available, is returned as a CC/PP proﬁle [20].
Mobility SCF: it provides a user location service, which allows applications to obtain the
geographical location and the status (e.g., reachable or busy) of ﬁxed, mobile and IP based
telephony users. The application can interactively request a location report concerning one or
several users invoking the locationReportReq() method of the IpUserLocation interface. This
method is asynchronous, being the responses and reports handled by the IpAppUserLocation
callback implemented by the SMIL Media Adapter.
Connectivity Manager SCF: the Parlay/OSA capability of allowing applications to constantly and eﬃciently obtain QoS monitoring information concerning the network conditions
of user connections to service providers is still very limited [23]. Although the Connectivity
Manager SCF provides this functionality, it was designed with the intention of providing
QoS management on an enterprise scale and not for individual users. An application can
obtain up-to-date network connection information (such as delay, loss, jitter and exceeded
load parameters) through the method getProvisionedQoSInfo() of the IpVPrP interface and
adapt itself in line with this information. The IpVPrP interface acts over a Virtual Provisioned
Pipe (VPrP) service oﬀered by the provider network to the enterprise network, which is a
type of virtual leased line with pre-established QoS levels.
Presence & Availability Management (PAM) SCF: it oﬀers a synchronous and an asynchro-
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nous approach to obtaining presence and availability information. Figure 5 depicts the asynchronous one, where an application registers its interest in receiving notiﬁcations concerning
changes in the presence and availability states of a speciﬁc user, using the registerForEvent()
method provided by the IpPAMEventHandler interface. The application indicates its callback
interface (IpAppPAMEventHandler ) that handles the notiﬁcations using the eventNotify()
method. The synchronous approach is provided through the IpPAMIdentityPresence and
IpPAMAvailability interfaces, which respectively provides the getIdentityPresence() and
getAvailability() methods, which enable a direct access to presence and availability information.
The callback interfaces used to manage the asynchronous calls to the Parlay/OSA gateway
invoke the contextDesc() method of the SMIL Media Adapter when they receive notiﬁcations
from the gateway.
5.2

Constraints theory usage

The main idea behind the constraint-based approach for the automatic generation of multimedia presentations is to use a constraint solver system to determine one (preferably the
best) solution for a set of variables that are interrelated by constraints. The SMIL Media
Adapter internally uses the constraints theory to establish dependencies between user interface variables according to the user context and the preferences information gathered. The
SMIL Media Adapter not only generates those constraints, but also interacts with an external
constraint solver system to apply them.
The constraint solver system chosen to be used in the context of the SMIL Media Adapter
was the ECLi PSe constraint logic programming system [3], which not only oﬀers a Java interface, but also the possibility to deﬁne application-dependent constraints, which is a very
useful feature for multimedia applications, where the relations between the diﬀerent interveners cannot be easily speciﬁed using typical numerical domains constraints. In addiction,
ECLi PSe supports the backtracking and uniﬁcation features of logic programming, combining
them with the domain reduction properties of constraint programming, resulting in what is
usually called a Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) system. The use of the backtracking
mechanism gives a dynamic characteristic to the speciﬁcation of constraints. Alternative constraints can be speciﬁed when an initial constraint causes a failure, preventing the application
from crashing or not providing any information.
The communication between the ECLi PSe system and the SMIL Media Adapter is made
through a queue mechanism provided by the ECLi PSe /Java interface (see ﬁgure 6). Two
information queues are deﬁned (ToEclipseQueue and FromEclipseQueue), which allow the SMIL
Media Adapter to respectively send to and retrieve information from the ECLi PSe .

Queries

i

e

ToEclipseQueue

FromEclipseQueue

Variable
Bindings

Constraint
Logic
Program

Constraint Solver
Libraries

SMIL Media
Adapter

ECLiPSe Constraint Solver System

ECL PS / Java
Interface

Adaptation System

Fig. 6. Communication with the constraints solver system.
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The SMIL Media Adapter ﬁrstly establishes the constraints that apply to the present situation. The inputs for this task are the MModel focused part and the user context description.
The adapter parses both XML strings and extracts, from the ﬁrst one, the characteristics of
the media items that belong to the user interface and, from the second, the context information that impacts the constraints generation process.
Some media types, such as text and images, do not have an inherent notion of time in
their speciﬁcation. However, the constraint logic program deﬁnes for each media item, even
for those that do not have time characteristics, a starting and an ending time variables. These
media items can either inherit durations from other media items that have inherent durations
when they play in parallel, such as presenting an image while an audio object plays, or have
an imposed ﬁx duration, assigned by the constraint solver system, following some predeﬁned
heuristic.
When the internal ECLi PSe Constraint Solver Libraries ﬁnd a solution for the constraint
problem, the SMIL Media Adapter extracts it from the FromEclipseQueue and updates the
MModel focused part, namely with the spatial and temporal values found for each media
item.
The qualitative constraint model followed by the SMIL Media Adapter for the basic spatio/temporal relations between media items is based on the Allen’s relations [2], which are
well described in [7]. Applying constraint handling rules, these qualitative constraints are
translated into numeric constraints that can be solved by constraint-based systems built-in
libraries.
However, those basic spatio/temporal relations are not suﬃcient to model some macrocoordination scale relations that should be deﬁned in VHE service provision environments.
The application of constraints motivated by VHE related issues to the space and time variables
of a multimedia user interface is a way to guarantee that the interface will ﬁt in a maximum
screen size and with a maximum time duration, which are the two main requirements posed
by multimedia services provided in VHE environments.
For example, if the MModel establishes a group of pictures to be displayed horizontally at
the same time in a single screen, in a given situation the screen dimensions could prevent the
display of all the pictures at the same time. This problem can be solved using the bookshelf
approach [15], which displays the images from left to right along rows going from the top to
the bottom of the screen. When there are too many images to be displayed in one screen,
they are distributed among multiple screen displays, maintaining the rest of the interface the
remaining information. The direct access to each of these displays is provided by hyperlinks.
Other problem happens when a particular picture has dimensions that exceed the screen
dimensions. In this case, a possibility is to “augment” the screen dimensions, adding a scroll
bar to the user interface. A better solution for this problem, mainly applicable to mobile
devices that do not support scroll bars, is the resizing of the picture to a dimension that
solves the constraint problem. The SMIL Media Adapter follows this adaptation strategy,
relying also on more complex data transformations, such as image, audio and video format
conversions, text to speech or speech to text translations.
Another strategy to enable the resolution of constraint problem inconsistencies was to
associate each constraint with a priority weight. We follow a similar approach as Freeman
et al. [6], where the constraints are ordered according to their relevance. Thus, a distinction
is made between required constraints, which must be satisﬁed and, for that, are associated
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with a higher-level priority, and preferred constraints, which usually are related with the user
preferences information and are associated with a lower-level priority. Lower-level priority
constraints can even be deleted from the constraint problem when they create inconsistencies.
5.3

SMIL generation process

SMIL is not a content media format. Instead, it deﬁnes multimedia presentations as structured
compositions of autonomous media objects [4]. Although integrating multimedia contents is
its main function, SMIL was developed to remain a fully declarative format (based on the XML
language), rather than a procedural language, enabling a direct map between the MModel and
SMIL.
The SMIL Media Adapter uses the XSL Transformations (XSLT) [8] of the Extensible
Stylesheet Language (XSL), which is a language speciﬁed by the W3C consortium for deﬁning
XML documents transformations and presentations. XSLT allows the speciﬁcation, in a
standardized way, of functional transformations from one XML tree to another, which are
speciﬁed in a document usually known as a style sheet. The SMIL Media Adapter deﬁnes one
such style sheet, which establishes the transformation rules from the MModel XML tree to
the SMIL XML tree. The use of a relatively simple approach for transforming the MModel
speciﬁcation into a concrete delivery format using a XSLT transformation is driven by the
guarantee that the calculations for the visual layout and timing of the media items produces
an interface MModel tree that is known to meet the current user context.
SMIL is a very rich and extensive language, containing presently 37 elements and 183
attributes described in a 500 pages speciﬁcation. The MModel mapping does not naturally
cover the entire SMIL language, since in this case we would fall into two completely equivalent
languages (SMIL and MModel ) and that approach is not in line with the MModel purpose.
The main objective of the MModel is to enable the speciﬁcation of multimedia interfaces,
independently of the target format used to deliver them to the user terminals. Being SMIL
one possible format, the proposed mapping should enable the creation of SMIL presentations
that convey the main message intended by the interface author.
The SMIL XSL style sheet only deﬁnes template rules for the MModel elements that have
an eﬀective role in the user interface. The other elements are seen as containers of eﬀective
elements and do not aﬀect the SMIL code produced by the SMIL Media Adapter. To these
container MModel source nodes, the SMIL XSL style sheet applies the <xsl:apply-templates/>
instruction without producing any SMIL code, proceeding the transformation process to the
next nested source elements.
Currently, most of the time-based formats are presentation formats. The SMIL was built as
a Web presentation language, which supports hyperlinks to diﬀerent parts of the presentation
or to any external destination URI. However, an important drawback of the SMIL language,
speciﬁcally concerning its use as the basis for implementing user interfaces, is the lack of
support for input processing (usually designated as forms processing in the Web world). Web
forms are one of the key features in the Web, as they oﬀer a way to send user data to a server.
This is particularly important in the context of the service adaptation methodology proposed
in section 3, where the user inputs and interactions with the service should be processed at
the service side, determining the next service state in a service session.
The SMIL linking elements are not a suitable choice to manage user interactions over
a SMIL interface, since they are interpreted directly by the SMIL player, at the client side,
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being completely hidden from the service provider, which is not desirable in a service provision
context. The intrinsic lack of support for forms processing should not be seen as a real
drawback of the SMIL language, since currently the focus of W3C speciﬁcations is to separate
the forms processing from speciﬁc languages, creating a standardizing way of treating them.
This standardization eﬀort is materialized into the XForms standard [22], which may be
considered as an autonomous module that contains forms semantic-related XML elements
and attributes and should be integrated in diﬀerent XML based languages, such as XHTML,
SMIL and SVG, extending these languages.

Grouping Elements

<horizontalPanel>
<verticalPanel>

Output Elements

MModel
Elements

<outputField>

<data>

<size>
<position>
<starttime>
<duration>

<data>

<starttime>
<duration>

<data>

<content>

Attributes

SMIL 2.0
Elements Attributes

id

<region>

width, height
x, y
value
value

<sequencePanel>
<parallelPanel>

<text>
<image>
<stream>

<sound>
<video>

<size>
<position>
<starttime>
<duration>

width, height
left, top
begin
dur
<seq>
<par>

id
value
value
id
label
url
url
url
width, height
x, y
value
value

id

<text>
<img>
<audio>
<video>

id
begin
dur
id
src=”data:, “
src
src
src
width, height
left, top
begin
dur

Table 1. MModel to SMIL mapping.

Taking these concerns about the forms processing into account, we decided to divide the
MModel mapping process into two separate parts. The ﬁrst mapping eﬀort, presented in
table 1, involves the processing of the panel and output elements of the MModel, which are
transformed respectively into elements of the layout and timing modules and into elements
of the media objects module of the SMIL language.
The second mapping eﬀort, presented in table 2, involves the processing of the input
and action elements, which are transformed into XForms elements. Besides those elements,
identiﬁed in table 2, a SMIL interface that includes input and action elements should also
deﬁne a form, using for that purpose the form deﬁnition process established by the XForms
recommendation.
MModel
Elements

Attributes

Action
Elements

Input Elements

<inputField>

id
type=text
type=encrypted
id
multiple=true
multiple=false
value

<inputList>

<listElement>

<button>
<data>
<action>

<content>
<actionlistener>

<text>

id
label
reference

XForms
Elements
Attributes
<input>
<secret>

id, ref
id, ref

<select>
<select1>
<item>
<label>value</label>
<value>value</value>
<submit>
<label>
<submission>

id, ref
id, ref

submission=id
id
method=”post”
action=reference

Table 2. MModel to XForms mapping.

6

Experimentation and validation

As a proof of the concept we have implemented a prototype service with the objective of evaluating some of the most relevant research aspects proposed in this paper and to demonstrate
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the VHE concept itself. An overview of the Customer Care service in presented in ﬁgure 7,
which clearly shows one of the VHE characteristics that is addressed by this service: the
service ubiquitous access in terms of terminals and networks.
Customer
Care Server

Office
Operator

Storage
Server

Online Help

Enterprise
Network

Call

PSTN Network

Product Tutorials

IP Network
Customers
Call

GSM & UMTS
Networks

Video
Conference

Customers
Mobile
Operator

Customer

Mobile
Operator

Fig. 7. Overview of the Customer Care service.

The Customer Care service suitability for evaluating the work presented here is directly
related with the two features provided by the service: interactive tutorials, where the user interactively accesses information about products and services of a given supplier, organized as
tutorials; and online help, where the user requests the establishment of an audio or videoconference with one of the available online operators. The multimedia ﬂavor of the interactive
tutorials enables the demonstration of the media adaptation to user preferences, through
the use of proﬁles, and to diﬀerent terminals and networks used to access the service. The
multi-party characteristic of the online help feature enables the demonstration of network
transparency, through the use of the Parlay/OSA Call Control API, and the demonstration
of service adaptation to location information, through the use of the Parlay/OSA Location
API.
6.1

Adaptation methodology evaluation

To evaluate the adaptation methodology we accessed the Customer Care service from three
distinct terminals: a PC, a WAP terminal and a DTMF terminal.
For desktop and laptop PCs, the adaptation methodology applies to the MModel user
interface speciﬁcation a media adapter whose output language is HTML. In this case, all
the information concerning the product tutorial is displayed without any change: information
such as text, images, movie clips or audio is integrated in the HTML pages, following the
predeﬁned MModel user interface structure.
For WAP terminals, the application of a WML target media adapter produces WML
pages, adapting the interface to a much more top-down interface style. In this case, no
dynamic media (video or audio) is integrated in the user interface. For WAP terminals
capable of displaying images, the WML media adapter can request image transformations to
other media adapters, in order to resize and/or decrease the colormap of the interface images.
For terminals that cannot display images, the WML version is limited to text information.
In this case, the service is responsible for providing alternative text to substitute images and
moving media.
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For a DTMF terminal, such as an IP phone, the MModel is interpreted and adapted to an
audio menu (DTMF menu), managed by an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) server to which
the user is connected through the Parlay/OSA API. In this case, as a slide consists of text
and images, the media adapter discards the images and converts the text to audio objects,
using a text to speech translator.
The impact of the user context information in the service adaptation process was tested
with the online help feature of the Customer Care service, which makes use of some Parlay/OSA APIs to signiﬁcantly improve the service behavior, from the user point of view [14].
From one side, the Parlay/OSA Mobility API was used for obtaining the location of the users
and the operators. With this information, the service determines the nearest available operator. This choice enables the reduction of the connection cost, which is a sound advantage for
the user. From the other side, the Parlay/OSA Call Control API was used for sending an
SMS to the chosen operator, notifying him of the user request. In the end of the scenario, the
service transparently establishes a call (audio or video) between the user and the operator,
again using the Call Control API.
6.2

Multimedia adapter evaluation

This section evaluates the use of the constraints theory as a mechanism for supporting the
dynamic adaptation of multimedia user interfaces in a VHE context. The obtained results
are analyzed with respect to some broad qualitative parameters associated with the media
adapter, which include consistency of the presented information, adaptation capability and
presentation quality. A quantitative evaluation of the SMIL Media Adapter and, in particular,
a performance evaluation falls in the scope of a constraint programming and solving strategy
study, which was not within the objectives of our work.
The Customer Care service feature used for evaluating the SMIL Media Adapter was
the product tutorials, which can be easily modeled as a multimedia presentation. Figure 8
illustrates the structure of a product tutorial presentation that should be displayed in ideal
terminal and network conditions.
The still parts of the presentation are the service title bar, the tutorial name and the
navigation bar, and they do not change during the presentation. The presentation moving
parts are the slide show, which corresponds to the sequential display of each slide of information (the slide title and the slide text) and, inside each slide, the pictures slide show, which
corresponds to a slide show of the set of pictures associated with a slide. According to diﬀerent
user context conditions, the above structure could have changed either its form, its content
or both.
For experimenting and evaluating the SMIL Media Adapter, an essential requirement posed
to the terminals was the possibility to display SMIL presentations. During the development,
this requirement restricted the choice of the evaluation terminals to PCs and PDAs, which
were the only terminals that allowed the installation of SMIL players. However, the variety of
SMIL players was very restricted and the choice that proved to be the most appropriated for
our work was the Internet Explorer, which implements the SMIL language proﬁle designated
XHTML+SMIL [19]. This choice had the advantages of being supported by a largely disseminated browser (even in PDAs) and of supporting the forms Web mechanism, which was an
essential condition for implementing a service in line with the adaptation methodology deﬁned
in this paper. The main disadvantage was related with the diﬀerent approach taken by the
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Fig. 8. Product tutorial SMIL presentation structure.

XHTML+SMIL proﬁle for managing the presentation spatial layout. This proﬁle bases its
layout functionality on the XHTML and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) layout model and does
not use the constructions deﬁned by the layout module of the SMIL language. However, the
presentations generated by both approaches are nearly equivalent, in what concerns spatial
layout.
In SMIL, spatial media are placed within boxes with predeﬁned sizes. The position of a
media item is ﬁxed in relation to the other media. Therefore, in our approach, determining the
position of a media item is equivalent to ﬁnding its coordinates using a constraint solver. The
data type that has the most important impact on the presentation spatial layout is the image
data type. The SMIL Media Adapter uses a Java utility that extracts the image dimensions
of each image that should be part of a presentation and integrates them in the constraint
program.
The text data type is also modeled as a box, whose dimensions are calculated using an
algorithm that considers the number of characters, the font size and the width of the box.
Thus, the width of the text box is ﬁxed by the presentation structure, by other media types
and by the screen dimensions, varying only the text box height.
When the terminal was a laptop, the produced presentation had the spatial layout displayed in ﬁgure 8. In this case, no adaptation was performed, since the amount of text and the
picture dimensions were all appropriate to ﬁt in the screen dimensions. A diﬀerent situation
occurred when the terminal was a PDA, although the overall presentation structure shown
in ﬁgure 8 was maintained. In this case, a primary adaptation operation was performed over
text objects, adjusting the font size to an appropriate value, taking into account the small
screen dimensions.
Then, because the width of some pictures of the tutorial is larger than the screen width,
this fact forces the SMIL Media Adapter to adapt them, requesting the use of an image
resize media adapter. The resize is performed if the percentage of the reduction does not go
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beyond a speciﬁed threshold, which is deﬁned as a limit to preserve information consistency.
If a speciﬁc picture needs a resize greater than the mentioned threshold to ﬁt in the PDA
screen dimensions, the SMIL Media Adapter takes the decision to drop it from the tutorial
presentation.
In the product tutorial feature we assigned a start time and a duration to each slide
displayable element. The start time of each element inside a slide is the same, except for
the images that can be seen as a slide show inside the main slide show. We deﬁned, as an
input to the constraint program, the maximum duration of a presentation. This value is
deﬁned following an heuristic that takes into account the user proﬁle and the subscription
information. Diﬀerent proﬁle types, such as user@home or user@oﬃce, are usually associated
with diﬀerent network conditions, which can impact the presentation time and consequently
the service cost. Also diﬀerent contracted qualities of service provision (e.g., gold or silver
qualities) surely impact the deﬁnition of the time-related constraints and even the content
selection to be included in the ﬁnal presentation.
Concerning the time dimension, the data that have more impact in the presentation global
duration are audio clips and, in particular, speech. In a ﬁrst approach, if the sum of the audio
media items durations is lower than the maximum presentation duration, each slide will last
a time equal to the correspondent audio clip duration. In this case, the duration of each
picture inside a slide is equal to the slide duration divided by the number of pictures. To
maintain the consistency of the presentation and guarantee a minimum presentation quality,
we established constraints that force a minimum duration for each displayable element in the
presentation, to avoid situations such as a text being displayed during only one second.
The constraints inconsistencies that occurred during our experiments were due to two
diﬀerent kinds of reasons. Firstly, when the durations associated with the audio clips are not
consistent with the present constraints, the clips are eliminated from the presentation. This
causes some inconsistency in the overall presentation, since some slides have audio and others
do not. A solution for this problem is not easy to ﬁnd and will always be service dependent.
The other source of constraints inconsistencies had to do with the media minimum duration
constraints. These inconsistencies occurred in slides that had associated a large number of
pictures, which led to a very short picture duration. In this case, the SMIL Media Adapter
decides to drop a number of pictures from a slide, eliminating the constraints inconsistency.
7

Conclusions

The work presented in this paper is a proposal to solve the problem of the dynamic adaptation
of multimedia services in the context of the VHE concept. We presented a generic adaptation methodology suitable for the adaptation of telecommunications services provided by an
operator in a VHE context. The methodology follows the single source, multiple deliveries
approach, using a conceptual model (the MModel ) for the user interface speciﬁcation. The
MModel enables a device independent speciﬁcation of multimedia user interfaces, promoting
a clear separation between service structure and service presentation. This model should be
seen as a powerful way for the rapid construction of context independent representations of
multimedia user interfaces, which should then be materialized into the most suitable formats.
We presented the most important implementation aspects of a media adapter prototype (the SMIL Media Adapter ) speciﬁcally designed to enable the introduction of multimedia
contents and to support time-based features in telecommunications services targeted to be
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used in the VHE context. Being a standardized multimedia format for the Web, SMIL was
chosen as the output format of the media adapter prototype described in this section. The
choice of SMIL proved to be a signiﬁcative advantage when it was necessary to deﬁne the
mapping process between the MModel and SMIL, mainly due to the fact that both languages
are based on XML.
We proposed the application of the constraints theory as the solution for deﬁning multimedia user interface parameters adaptable to the service access conditions and the user context
in the VHE, which include the physical properties of the user terminal, the network state,
the user location and preferences. The SMIL Media Adapter relies on the use of open APIs,
such as the Parlay/OSA APIs, to detect user contextual changes in mobile environments.
These changes are then used to generate a set of constraints that the user interface should
satisfy so that it may be properly displayed in the current conditions. We concluded that
the usage of the constraints theory, as the solution for the dynamic generation of multimedia
user interfaces, represents a successful example of the application of a well known computer
science theory to the engineering ﬁeld, namely to the telecommunications service area.
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